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Abstract
This paper deals with a generalization of a technique already proposed by the authors for obtaining an
e4ective estimation of the spectral accuracy in some regular and non regular Sturm–Liouville problems.
The algorithm looks like a classical extrapolation process, but, unlike such a procedure, it does not require
further approximations of the eigenvalues with di4erent stepsize: for this reason it bene7ts from a moderate
computational cost. Numerical experiments con7rm the e4ectiveness of the suggested approach.
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1. Introduction
Consider the equation
z′ = H (x; )z; −∞¡a¡x¡b¡+∞; (1)
where
H (x; ) =

 0 1
−w(x)− q(x)
p(x)
−p
′(x)
p(x)

 ;
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in which ∈R, the functions w(x); q(x); p(x)∈C1([a; b]) are real-valued, and p(x); w(x) are strictly
positive.
If Eq. (1) is equipped with the boundary conditions
TJz(a) = 0; TJz(b) = 0; (2)
where
J =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
;  =
(
a2p(a)
a1
)
;  =
(
b2p(b)
b1
)
with a1; a2; b1; b2 ∈R such that |a1|+ |a2| = 0, |b1|+ |b2| = 0, then (1) and (2) make up the classical
Sturm–Liouville problem (SLP) [8,9].
As a matter of fact if we set z(x) = (y(x); y′(x))T problems (1)–(2) can be written in [a; b] as
−(p(x)y′)′ + q(x)y = w(x)y;
a1y(a)− a2p(a)y′(a) = 0; b1y(b)− b2p(b)y′(b) = 0;
which is the standard scalar form of the problem.
The aim of this paper is to describe a procedure which can be used to improve the accuracy of
a computed approximation to an eigenvalue. The shooting technique is applied in conjunction with
the computation of the zeros of some speci7c miss-distance functions and particular care is taken
to obtain a low computational cost. In this section for completeness a description of shooting is
given and some results concerning the correction for eigenvalues are recalled. Section 2 describes
the construction of a function, depending on the stepsize, to be used as correcting term in the spectral
correction technique. An alternative but related technique based upon a more direct estimation of the
eigenvalue error is then suggested. In Section 3 we present the results obtained by the application of
the technique to a SLP in which the dependence on the spectral parameter is nonlinear. Numerical
experiments in Section 4 con7rm the e4ectiveness of the procedures proposed.
Consider the point c∈ [a; b] and problems (1)–(2) split into two initial value problems (IVPs)
z′ = H (x; )z; z(a) = ; (3)
z′ = H (x; )z; z(b) = : (4)
Suppose we use a numerical method to integrate the IVPs (3) and (4) with the same stepsize h.
Let xn = a+ nh; n=0; 1; : : : ; nl, with nl = (c− a)=h when we integrate left to right and let xn = b−
nh; n=0; 1; : : : ; nr , with nr =(b− c)=h, when we integrate leftwards starting from b. For the sake of
simplicity we assume that c and h are such that nl and nr are integers. Let zn be an approximation
to z(xn) obtained with the discretization method and let  be a corresponding approximation to
the eigenvalue . We assume that zn and  depend at least di4erentiably on some discretization
parameter t, that is zn= zn(t) and =(t), with the conditions zn(0)= z(xn) and (0)=. Moreover
we allow t to be a function of h, say t = t(h), such that t(h) = 0 if h = 0 and limh→0 t(h) = 0.
The shooting technique is based on the fact that, for a 7xed t, we consider  an approximation
to  if  is a zero of the miss-distance
F(; t) = znl(t)
TJznr (t): (5)
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Actually, F(; t) is the Wronskian determinant det(znl(t); znr (t)) describing the extent to which the
matching condition fails to be satis7ed at x = c. Thus F(; t), for a given t, is zero when multi-
plying znr (t) by a suitable scalar factor makes it the continuation of znl(t) for x¿ c, producing an
approximation to an eigenfunction and making  the corresponding approximation to the eigenvalue.
For a classical discretization method of order p a standard choice is t(h) = hp. Generalizing
a result obtained in [3] (Theorem 4.1) it has been proved, under suitable hypotheses on z(t)
[4, Theorem 1], that
= (t) + D(; t)t(h) + (h); (6)
where
D(; t) =
(9=9t)F(; t)
(9=9)F(; t) ; limh→0
(h)
t(h)
= 0:
Eq. (6) can be used to compute a more accurate approximation (c) to  leaving out the (h) term.
Actually we can write, for example,
(c) =  + (; t)t(h); (7)
where (; t) is an appropriate approximation of D(; t).
To obtain a discrete approximation zn to the exact solution z(xn) of problems (3) and (4)
we will use a pth order boundary value method (BVM) with (k1; k2) boundary conditions
[2, Chapter 4] having a symmetric scheme [2, Chapter 7].
2. The error correction
In order to have in (7) a more reliable and realistic approximation (c) to , we consider the
error function t(h) as a linear combination of two functions. For this purpose we state the following
proposition.
Proposition 2.1. Let F(; t) be a miss-distance as in (5) di9erentiable in t with Ft(; 0) = 0. De:ne
the error function t = t(h) as
t(h) = t1(h) + dt2(h) (8)
satisfying the condition t(h) = 0 if h = 0 and limh→0 t(h) = 0, with t1(h); t2(h) suitably chosen,
t2(h) = o(t1(h)), and d to be computed. Denote
tik := ti(hk); 16 i6 2; 16 k6 3;
where h1; h2; h3 are distinct values of the stepsize h, with 0¡h1; h2; h36 h0 for some h0¡ 1 and
let F1 =F(; t(h1)), F2 =F(; t(h2)); F3 =F(; t(h3)) be the corresponding values of the computed
miss-distances.
Then
d  (t13 − t12)F1 + (t11 − t13)F2 + (t12 − t11)F3
(t22 − t23)F1 + (t23 − t21)F2 + (t21 − t22)F3 : (9)
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Proof. From di4erentiability of F(; t) we have
F(; t(h)) = w1 + w2t(h) + O((h))
where w1 = F(; 0); w2 = Ft(; 0), and (h) a suitable function such that
lim
h→0
(h)
ti(h)
= 0; i = 1; 2: (10)
Thus, we can write
Fi = w1 + w2t(hi) + O((hi)); i = 1; 2; 3: (11)
Eq. (11) can be written in a more convenient form as Tw =  + ! where
T =


1 t11 t21
1 t12 t22
1 t13 t23

 ; w =


w1
w2
w3

 ;  =


F1
F2
F3

 ; !=


O((h1))
O((h2))
O((h3))

 ;
having set
w3 = w2d: (12)
Because h1; h2; h3 are distinct we can suppose det(T ) = 0. Then we have
T−1 =
1
det(T )


t12t23 − t22t13 t21t13 − t11t23 t11t22 − t21t12
t22 − t23 t23 − t21 t21 − t22
t13 − t12 t11 − t13 t12 − t11

 (13)
and
w = T−1 + T−1!:
By (10), simple calculations show that T−1! is a vanishing term when h0 → 0 and limh0→0 (T−1!)i=
(T−1 )i =0; i=1; 2; 3. Thus, for h0 suIciently small, we can write w  T−1 . From (12), because
w2 = 0, (9) is obtained.
It is worth mentioning that in (9) we need to know the miss-distance for three di4erent stepsize
values while we need to compute the approximation of the eigenvalue just once and not many times
as in the classical extrapolation procedure.
An alternative procedure for a spectral correction can be obtained by a straight evaluation of
the di4erence between the approximation  to  and  itself. To this end we prove the following
theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Let  be an approximation to . Let sl(x; ) be a solution of the equation
s′ = H (x; )s (14)
with the initial condition s(a; )= z(a) and sr(x; ) a solution of the same equation with the initial
condition s(b; ) = z(b). De:ne sl(c; ) =: sl() and sr(c; ) =: sr(). Then  −  is a zero of the
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function p with Taylor expansion
p(") =
m∑
k=0
$k"k +O("m+1); (15)
in which the coe@cients are given by
$k =
1
k!
k∑
j=0
(
k
j
)(
s( j)l ()
)T
J s(k−j)r (); (16)
where s(i)l () = (9i=9i)sl() are the solutions of the equations
(s(i))′ = H (x; )s(i) + i[(9=9)H (x; )]s(i−1); i = 1; 2; : : : ; m
with the initial conditions s(i)(a; )=(9i=9i)s(a; )=0, i=1; 2; : : : ; m, and s(i)r ()=(9i=9i)sr() are
solutions of the same equations with the initial conditions s(i)(b; )=(9i=9i)s(b; )=0; i=1; 2; : : : ; m.
Proof. The miss-distance is now given by
F() = sl()TJ sr(): (17)
Thus, for some m¿ 0, we can write
F() =
m∑
k=0
1
k!
F (k) ()(− )k +O((− )m+1);
where F (k)() = (9k =9k)F().
Using the Newton–Leibniz binomial expansion we 7nd from (17)
F (k)() =
k∑
n=0
(
k
n
)
(s(n)l ())
TJ s(k−n)r ():
However, from (14) we have
(9i=9i)s′ = (9i=9i)[H (x; )s]: (18)
Thus by the Schwarz theorem and using again the binomial expansion on the right-hand side of (18)
we obtain the equations
(s(i))′ =
i∑
j=0
(
i
j
)
[(9j=9j)H (x; )]s(i−j); i = 1; 2; : : : ; m: (19)
The proof is complete because F() = 0, (9j=9j)H (x; ) = 0 if j¿ 2, s(1)(a; ) = s(1)(b; ) = 0.
We observe that if "∗ is a suitably chosen zero of p(") in which the O("m+1) term has been
disregarded, then a corrected value (c) of  can be obtained writing
(c) =  + "∗: (20)
Nevertheless the computation of the coeIcients $k in (16) is, in general, rather cumbersome. As a
matter of fact the functions sl() and sr() in (17) can be considered as asymptotic approximations
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to znl(t) and znr (t) for t → 0. Thus we are compelled to integrate problems (19) using a stepsize
very small compared with h. To avoid this drawback we consider the expansions with respect to t
of the miss-distance F(; t) and of its -derivatives. Speci7cally, de7ning
F (k)(; t) = (9k =9k)F(; t); F (0)(; t) = F(; t);
F (i; k)(; t) = (9i=9ti)F (k)(; t); F (0; k)(; t) = F (k)(; t)
we consider
F (k)(; t) = F (k)(; 0) +
r∑
i=1
1
i!
F (i; k)(; 0)ti +O(k(h)); (21)
with limh→0 k(h)=tr(h) = 0.
For each k we compute w(k)1 = F
(k)(; 0) and w(k)i+1 = F
(i; k)(; 0); i= 1; 2; : : : ; r, as solutions of the
system obtained selecting l distinct values of the stepsize, 0¡h1; h2; : : : ; hl6 h0, and writing the
corresponding l equations (21) with ti = t(hi), i=1; 2; : : : ; l, in which the O(k(h)) terms have been
left out.
For the sake of simplicity in the numerical experiments we limit ourselves to the case m=2; r=1
and l=3. In particular, following a procedure somewhat similar to that in Proposition 2.1, we have
to solve the three linear systems
Tw(k) =  (k); k = 0; 1; 2;
where T is as in (12),  (k) =(F (k)(; t(h1)); F (k)(; t(h2)); F (k)(; t(h3)))T and w(k) =(w
(k)
1 ; w
(k)
2 ; w
(k)
3 )
T
with w(k)3 = w
(k)
2 d.
We emphasize that now the F (k)(; t(hi)) terms are computed using in (19) the same method
employed in integrating the IVPs (3) and (4) with h1; h2; h3 having the same order of magnitude as h.
3. An extension to a -rational SLP
Consider the equation
z′ = K(x; )z; −∞¡a¡x¡b¡+∞; (22)
where
K(x; ) =


0 1
−− q(x)
u(x)−  0

 ; (23)
with ∈R; q(x)∈L∞(a; b) and strictly positive, together with the boundary conditions
TJz(a) = 0; TJz(b) = 0; (24)
where now
 =
(
a2
a1
)
;  =
(
b2
b1
)
(25)
with a1; a2; b1; b2 as in (2). We also require u′(x)¿ 0 everywhere.
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Eigenvalues outside the range [u(a); u(b)] are easy to compute and to correct using procedures
very similar to those for the classical Sturm–Liouville problem. We therefore restrict our attention
to the case where ∈ [u(a); u(b)]. Thus there is a unique point x ∈ [a; b] such that u(x) =  and
the function u(x) −  has a simple zero at x = x. Setting z(x) = (y(x); y′(x))T problem (22)–(24)
can be written as
−y′′(x) =
(
+
q(x)
u(x)− 
)
y; x∈ (a; b);
a1y(a)− a2y′(a) = 0; b1y(b)− b2y′(b) = 0; (26)
which is the -rational scalar form of the SLP [6].
The existence of a regular solution z(x) of the di4erential equation (22) satisfying the condition
z(x) =
(
y(x)
y′(x)
)
=
(
0
1
)
(27)
has been proved for ∈ [u(a); u(b)] in [1]. Consequently the eigenfunction associated with the eigen-
value  must satisfy not only the boundary conditions (24) but also the condition (27).
The shooting is performed considering problem (22)–(23) as an IVP with z′ = K(x; )z, starting
point x0 = x; x being the solution of the equation u(x)− =0, and initial condition (27), namely
z(x0) = z(x). We now set (see, for example, [4, Section 1]) xn = x − nh; n = 0; 1; : : : ; na, with
na = (x − a)=h when we integrate to the left and xn = x + nh; n= 0; 1; : : : ; nb, with nb = (b− x)=h
when we integrate to the right. Thus two miss-distances are de7ned
Fa(; t) = z(a)TJzna(t); Fb(; t) = z(b)
TJznb(t) (28)
with z(a) =  and z(b) =  as in (25).
For a given t the value  = (t) will be an approximation to  if  is a solution both of the
equation Fa(; t) = 0 and of the equation Fb(; t) = 0.
The following modi7cation of Theorem 2.1 holds.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that the coe@cients q and u appearing in the -rational Sturm–Liouville
equation are m-times continuously di9erentiable and that u′(·)¿ 0. Let  be an approximation
to . Let sa(x; ) be a solution of the equation
s′ = K(x; )s; a¡x¡x
with the initial condition s(x; )=z(x)=(0; 1)T and let s(i)(x; )=(9i=9i)s(x; ) (these derivatives
may be seen to exist by performing a Frobenius series expansion of the components of s around
x and di9erentiating term by term). De:ne sa() =: s(a; ) Then −  is a zero of the function
pa(") =
m∑
k=0
*k"k +O("m+1) (29)
in which the coe@cients are given by
*k =
1
k!
z(a)TJ s(k)a ():
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The functions s(k)(x; ) are the solutions of the equations
(s(k))′ =
k∑
j=0
(
k
j
)
[(9j=9j)K(x; )]s(k−j); a¡x¡x; k = 1; 2; : : : ; m (30)
with the initial conditions
s(k)(x; ) = (9k−1=9k−1)




−1
q(x)
u′(x)

 (9=9)x

 ; k = 1; 2; : : : ; m: (31)
Proof. The 7rst part of the proof runs nearly as in the case of Theorem 2.1 with an evident change
in the notation. The miss-distance is given now by (28), thus
F (k)a () = (9k =9k)Fa() = z(a)TJ s(k)a (); (32)
Fa() =
m∑
k=0
1
k!
F (k)a ()(− )k +O((− )m+1): (33)
Nevertheless, due to the nonlinear dependence of K(x; ) on , on the right-hand side of (30) we
need to use the full Newton–Leibniz binomial expansion and the Schwarz theorem can be used again
allowing for the di4erentiability of s(x; ) on a¡x¡x.
Regarding the initial conditions (31), observe that by (27) we can assume
s(x; ) = z(x); (34)
thus, taking the derivative with respect to , we obtain
s(1)(x; ) =−s′(x; )(9=9)x; (35)
where by (27) and (34)
s′(x; ) =
(
y′(x)
y′′(x)
)
=
(
1
y′′(x)
)
: (36)
From (26) with  instead of  and observing that from the 7rst entry of (34) y(x) = 0, we have
−y′′ =
(
 +
q(x)
u(x)− 
)
(y − y(x)):
Hence, using de l’Hoˆpital’s theorem, limx→x − y′′ = q(x)y′(x)=u′(x).
From this, due to (35) and (36), we can write
s(1)(x; ) =


−1
q(x)
u′(x)

 (9=9)x
and (31) is obtained with an obvious extension. The necessary partial derivatives with respect to 
all exist because the coeIcients q and u are m (¿ k) times di4erentiable and u′¿ 0 everywhere.
Remark 3.1. This theorem has an obvious generalization obtained from integrating to the right.
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Eq. (20) can be still used but now "∗ is a zero suitably chosen of pa(") where the O("m+1) term
has been left out.
However, Theorem 3.1 has a drawback: the initial value problem (30)–(31) is singular. Its solution
exists and is unique, but certainly cannot be computed simply by throwing the di4erential equation
and initial conditions into any standard IVP solver. Thus it is more convenient in (33) to compute
some suitable 7nite approximations instead of the asymptotic terms F (k)a () given by (32).
Limiting ourselves again to the case m= 2 and using three values of the steplength we have the
following theorem.
Theorem 3.2. Let Fa(; t) be as in (28). Let t(h) and 0¡h1; h2; h36 h0 be as in Proposition 2.1.
Let 1; 2; 3 be successive approximations to  obtained during an iterative root:nding process.
De:ne the matrices
G =


g11 g12 g13
g21 g22 g23
g31 g32 g33

 ;
where gij = Fa(i; t(hj)); 16 i; j6 3, and
M =
1
1 − 2


1 − 2 0 0
1 −1 0
1
1 − 2 −
(
1
1 − 2 +
1
2 − 3
)
1
2 − 3

 :
If we set w = (Fa(1; 0); F
(1)
a (1; 0); F
(2)
a (1; 0))T then
wT  e(1)T−1MG;
where e(1) is the :rst row of the identity matrix of order three and T−1 as in (13).
Proof. We approximate F (k)a (; t) using the classical 7nite di4erences adapted to the present case.
Namely
F (1)a (1; t(hj)) 
Fa(1; t(hj))− Fa(2; t(hj))
1 − 2 =
g1j − g2j
1 − 2 ;
F (1)a (2; t(hj)) 
Fa(2; t(hj))− Fa(3; t(hj))
2 − 3 =
g2j − g3j
2 − 3 ; (37)
F (2)a (1; t(hj)) 
F (1)a (1; t(hj))− F (1)a (2; t(hj))
1 − 2 ; j = 1; 2; 3: (38)
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Furthermore, it is easy to verify that
F (1)a (1; t(hj))− F (1)a (2; t(hj))
1 − 2
=
1
(1 − 2)2
(
g1j − g2j
(
1 +
1
2 − 3
)
+ g3j
1 − 2
2 − 3
)
; j = 1; 2; 3: (39)
Now de7ning the matrix
Q =


Fa(1; t(h1)) F (1)a (1; t(h1)) F
(2)
a (1; t(h1))
Fa(1; t(h2)) F (1)a (1; t(h2)) F
(2)
a (1; t(h2))
Fa(1; t(h3)) F (1)a (1; t(h3)) F
(2)
a (1; t(h3))


by a direct calculation we 7nd wT = e(1)T−1Q. The proof is achieved by observing that from (37),
(38) and (39) we have Q  MG.
Theorem 3.2 can be restated for the right case repeating the proof verbatim but replacing the
miss-distance Fa(; t(h)) by Fb(; t(h)).
We remark now that because of the singularity of the matrix K(x; ) for x = x, we must devise
special measures if the numerical method used needs to calculate the term fj = K(xj; )zj for j= 0,
namely for x0 = x.
A standard procedure is given by the introduction of an arti7cial layer / in width, 0¡/¡h (but
in general /h), and shooting on the left starting from x0 = x− / and on the right from x0 = x+ /,
then assuming xn = x − nh or xn = x + nh, n= 1; 2; : : : ; depending on the direction of integration.
This option is responsible for a notable decay of the order of convergence of the method (see [5,
Theorem 5.2]). Hence the importance of having a tool to increase the spectral accuracy based on
reliable error estimation rather than on stepsize reduction.
4. Numerical experiments
We have selected two BVMs to solve the di4erential problems (3), (4) and (19): the Trapezoidal
Rule (TR)
zn+1 = zn +
h
2
(fn+1 + fn) ; n= 0; 1; : : : ; N − 1;
which is a second-order method, and the fourth-order Extended Trapezoidal Rule of second kind
(ETR2) (see [2, p. 169])
1
24
(−17z0 + 9z1 + 9z2 − z3) = h4 (f0 + 3f1);
1
12
(−zj−2 − 9zj−1 + 9zj + zj+1) = h2 (fj−1 + fj); j = 2; : : : ; N − 1;
1
24
(zN−3 − 9zN−2 − 9zN−1 + 17zN ) = h4 (3fN−1 + fN ):
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Table 1
Example 1
k TR method ETR2 method
|k − k | |k − (c)k |
|(c)k − k |
|k − k | |k − k | |k − 
(c)
k |
|(c)k − k |
|k − k |
1 1:43× 10−5 1:11× 10−9 0.9999 2:66× 10−11 4:22× 10−11 2.5879
3 2:72× 10−4 2:04× 10−9 0.9999 5:72× 10−9 1:12× 10−10 0.9803
5 1:65× 10−3 5:23× 10−8 1.0000 7:10× 10−8 4:49× 10−11 0.9993
10 2:57× 10−2 2:05× 10−7 0.9999 3:97× 10−6 5:07× 10−10 1.0001
20 4:11× 10−1 6:53× 10−4 1.0016 2:51× 10−4 1:17× 10−7 0.9995
30 2:08× 10+0 1:23× 10−2 0.9941 2:86× 10−3 1:48× 10−5 1.0052
For every SLP considered we will denote by k the kth “exact” eigenvalue obtained, when necessary,
by the SLEIGN code (see [8, Appendix C]), by k an approximation to k obtained with a root7nding
process and by (c)k the corrected eigenvalue being the correction of the form (7) or (20) as the case
may be. Both the corrections need to know the expressions for t1(h) and t2(h) in (8).
Example 1 (Paine et al. [7, p. 134]). Consider the regular SLP
−y′′(x) + exy(x) = y(x); 06 x6 1;
y(0) = 0; y(1) = 0:
We have chosen =40 and the value d in (8) turns out to converge to a constant value if we select
t(h) = h2 + d1h4 for the method TR and t(h) = h4 + d2h5 for the method ETR2. For this example
we used the correction (7) to improve the approximations of the eigenvalues. In Table 1, for some
values of k, we present the results for the stepsize h= 1=800. Furthermore we 7nd d1  −200 and
d2  −2 for N¿ 4000.
In the following examples we used the eigenvalue correction (20) with m=2 in (15) and neglecting
the O("m+1) term.
Example 2 (Pryce [8, p. 288, n. 28]). We consider the non regular SLP (harmonic oscillator)
−y′′(x) + x2y(x) = y(x); −∞¡x¡+∞;
whose endpoints are limit-point non oscillatory for all .
No explicit boundary conditions are required; the requirement that eigenfunctions satisfy∫ +∞
−∞ (y(x))
2 dx¡+∞ is suIcient. The exact eigenvalues are k = 2k − 1; k = 1; 2; : : : .
We regularized the problem as follows:
−y′′(x) + x2y(x) = y(x); −bk ¡x¡bk;
y(−bk) = 0; y(bk) = 0; k = 1; 2; : : : ;
where the values bk selected are bk = b+ (k − 1)2, k =1; 2; : : : ; for some real positive b and 2. We
also chose the number of discretization points N to maintain a constant stepsize h for every k.
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Table 2
Example 2
k TR method ETR2 method
|k − k | |k − (c)k | |
(c)
k −k |
|k−k | |k − k | |k − 
(c)
k | |
(c)
k −k |
|k−k |
1 1:51× 10−5 9:82× 10−7 0.9353 9:68× 10−7 9:81× 10−7 0.0139
3 1:84× 10−4 1:44× 10−7 0.9992 9:69× 10−8 9:21× 10−8 0.0493
5 5:83× 10−4 4:79× 10−7 0.9991 4:88× 10−8 6:28× 10−10 0.9871
10 2:57× 10−3 9:25× 10−6 0.9964 4:65× 10−7 1:95× 10−13 1.0000
20 1:08× 10−2 1:78× 10−4 0.9835 4:00× 10−6 7:81× 10−12 1.0000
30 2:47× 10−2 1:07× 10−3 0.9565 1:38× 10−5 5:45× 10−11 1.0000
In Table 2 we quote the results for the case h=8=750; b=4; 2=8=15 and N=Nk=750+(k−1)100.
Example 3 (Ghelardoni et al. [5]). Consider the -rational SLP
−y′′ =
(
+
q(x)
u(x)− 
)
y; 0¡x¡ 1;
u′(0)y(0)− u(0)y′(0) = 0; u′(1)y(1)− u(1)y′(1) = 0;
with u(x) = (x− 0:5)e−x and q(x) = (2:5− x)e−x. This problem has the eigenvalue = 0 embedded
in the essential spectrum, and for this value of  the interior singularity is at x = 0:5. We applied
the ETR2 method with an arti7cial layer / = 10−15. As proved in [5], when applied to -rational
problems, the ETR2 method works as a second order method and for this reason we selected the
functions t1(h)=h2 and t2(h)=h3. We applied the correction technique explained in Section 3 where
the values Fa(; 0); F
(1)
a (; 0); F
(2)
a (; 0) and Fb(; 0); F
(1)
b (; 0); F
(2)
b (; 0) are approximated as in
Theorem 3.2. The results are quoted in Table 3, where by (s) we indicate the last approximation to
 obtained with the shooting process, and by (c) the corrected eigenvalue.
We remark that in Example 1 the correction technique in connection with ETR2 seems to work
better on the intermediate and higher-index eigenvalues. This might appear rather surprising be-
cause, in general, the classical procedures are more e4ective on low-index eigenvalues (see the cited
reference in this example and references therein). Part of the explanation seems to be that ETR2
gives very accurate low-index eigenvalues making which have little scope for further improvement
by correction. We certainly could not expect the phenomenon to continue to arbitrarily high index
k with 7xed stepsize h, as a point would be reached where the exact eigenfunctions had several
oscillations in every mesh interval.
The behaviour is more evident in Example 2 despite the additional error due to interval truncation,
which must evidently be very small with the linearly k-dependent interval truncations bk which we
have chosen. (Some heuristics indicate that since the eigenvalues k increase linearly with k, while
the maximum value of q(x) increases quadratically with the interval endpoints, it would be suIcient
to choose the truncated endpoints bk to be O(
√
k):)
Finally, in Example 3, we observe that the procedure is particularly helpful in the case of a
-rational SLP. The order reduction caused by the interior singularity means that reducing the stepsize
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Table 3
Example 3
h |(s)| |(c)| |(c)−(s)||−(s)|
Interval (0; 0:5)
0:005 8:68× 10−7 2:58× 10−10 0:9997
0:001 3:46× 10−8 6:03× 10−13 0:9999
0:0005 8:64× 10−9 4:10× 10−14 1:0000
0:0002 1:68× 10−9 8:12× 10−16 1:0000
Interval (0:5; 1)
0:005 7:36× 10−6 2:54× 10−8 0:9965
0:001 2:99× 10−7 4:72× 10−11 0:9998
0:0005 7:50× 10−8 2:85× 10−12 0:9999
0:0002 1:20× 10−8 7:75× 10−14 0:9999
h does not produce such a big improvement in eigenvalue accuracy. Thus a correction based on a
direct estimation of the error turns out to be optimal in these conditions.
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